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FIRST THIRD TERM TE5T

PABT 1: READING COMPREHENSION Read the text carefully and answer the questions (8pts).

School is seen as the place where students acquire knowledge. It is the place where

students learn everything. They learn about Mathematics, Science, Literature, Languages...

school is the place where children spend the majority of their time from their childhood to

their adolescence. lt is consequently, the place where they learn how to behave and live.

At school students know that they must be treated in a certain way; they know their rights

about corporal punishment, moral integrity and the list of rights that they do not forget to
claim when they are not respected. Unfortunately, students, although they are taught about

their duties, neglect their part of responsibility. They do not consider nor respect their duties.

They perturb classes, they are more talkative, and they disobey the school rules. Fortunately,

not all students behave in this way.

School as a society has some rules for its good functioning; things would be better if
everybody respected his/her rights and duties.

Adapted from w,ww. th gschooloflife. com

n / VOCABU,LARY CHECK: Match the words or expressions in the first column from the text with their

corresponding definitions or synonyms (4 pts) Example: 2' - f

a. responsibilities
b. contrary of remember
c. perceived

d. infancy
e. teenage
f. education
g. as a result
h. group of individuals sharing common values

i obey

1.

2
1. seen
2. knowledge
3. adolescence
4. consequently
5. respect
6. forget
7. duties
8. society
9. childhood

3 ....................

4.....................

5

6 .....................

7 .....................

8 .....................

9 .....................

B /COMPREHENSION CHECK: read the text carefully and answer the following questions briefly (  pts)

L. what is the text about ? '



4. cite two (2) bad attitudes mentioned in text

PART TWO: LANGUAGE !N USE(6 Pts)

A. These sentence are some attitudes about duties and rights. Put the bracketed verbs into past

simple. Example: 5. I ..ry1.S-.... (to be) at home giving pieces of advice to the boy.

1. Mister Bob ........... (to tell) Yasmine to consider her duties '

2. Mister Yao .......................i. ( to send) him to the headmaster.

3. instead of being at home, they ...... (to So) .nd play video game

4. Last Saturday, Tiemoko and Souleymane ( to play )together .

5. t .1.Çxemp!ç)..... ( to be) at home giving pieces of advice to the boys

B. Re-arrange these words to make meaningful sentences (3pts)

Example: s.l have to be educated

1. responsibility - lt - to obey - is - my - the laws.

2. education. - have- | -to- the right

3. right - Alice - freedom - has - of speech. - the - to

5. be- have-to -educated. - | (example)

PART THREE: WRITING COMPOSITION (6pts)

Facing the bad behaviors of some of your friends at school, the English club magazine asks you to

help them. Write a paragraph in which you talk about children rights and duties. These ideas may

help you ( define rights and duties - cite some rights and duties - give your opinion about their

importance at school)


